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The SN2 nucleophilic displacement reaction of chloride ion with isopropyl bromide (i-PrBr) has been studied
in nitrogen buffer gas at a pressure of 640 Torr over the temperature range 20-175 °C by ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS). It is concluded that, under these conditions of relatively high buffer gas pressure, this
nucleophilic displacement reaction occurs primarily by the distinctly two-step mechanism Cl- + i-PrBr h
Cl-(i-PrBr)f Br- + i-PrCl in which a thermal energy ion complex, Cl-(i-PrBr), is maintained in a state of
chemical equilibrium with the reactants. An SN2 displacement reaction then occurs within the thermal energy
cluster ion by its unimolecular conversion to products. Equilibrium constants,K1, and rate constants,k1, for
Cl- + i-PrBr h Cl-(i-PrBr) and Cl-(i-PrBr) f Br- + i-PrCl, respectively, are determined from the IMS
spectra as a function of temperature. In addition, second-order clustering to form the ion complex Cl-(i-
PrBr)2 is also observed, and equilibrium constants,K2, for this process are also obtained from IMS spectra.
By these measurements, the major features of the potential energy surface for this reaction are characterized
and place its SN2 transition state at 1.6 kcal mol-1 above the energy of the reactants.

Introduction

While the field of gas phase ion chemistry has received a
great deal of attention during the past 3 decades, due to
instrumental deficiencies, very few ion-molecule (IM) reactions
have been studied in buffer gases of pressure greater than about
10 Torr.1 A principal motivation for studying gas phase ionic
reactions in buffer gases of greater pressure is so that IM
reactions can be observed under conditions where all species
along the reaction coordinate, including short-lived intermediates
as well as reactants, are maintained in a state of thermal
equilibrium with the medium. Kinetic behavior under such
conditions are of fundamental interest to the field of gas phase
ion chemistry and can greatly facilitate the interpretation of
kinetic data in terms of the potential energy surfaces of the
reactions.1-5

We have recently reported the use of ion mobility spectrom-
etry (IMS) for the study of several relatively simple ion-
molecule processes occurring in a buffer gas of 1 atm
pressure.1,6-8 For example, we have shown6,8 that rate constants
for various bimolecular reactions, such as the one shown in
reaction 1,

can be reliably determined in an atmospheric pressure buffer
gas by IMS. We have also shown7 that equilibrium constants
for clustering reactions, such as that shown in reaction 2,

wheren ) 1 and 2, can be reliably measured at atmospheric
pressure by IMS. The average rate constant for the bimolecular
reactions of various sets of equilibrated cluster ions, as shown
by reaction 3,

wheren andm vary from 0 to 2, have also been measured by
IMS.7

In the present investigation, we report the use of the IMS
technique to investigate the nucleophilic displacement reaction
of chloride ion with isopropyl bromide (i-PrBr). As compared
to bimolecular reaction 1, the reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr is
complicated by two factors. One is that the nucleophilic attack
of the chloride ion on this secondary alkyl bromide proceeds
much more slowly due to increased steric hindrance expected
in its SN2 transition state. The other is that the enthalpy of
association between chloride and isopropyl bromide will be
significantly greater so that a significant fraction of the total
chloride ion population can be present in the single-clustered
form, Cl-(i-PrBr), and even the double-clustered form, Cl-(i-
PrBr)2, under conditions of low-to-moderate temperatures and
relatively high i-PrBr concentrations. For these reasons, the
reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr is more appropriately represented
by reaction sequence 4,

where the clustering reactions are indicated on the top line with
equilibrium constantsK1 andK2, along with two likely SN2
reaction pathways. One pathway involves a direct bimolecular
reaction of Cl- ion with i-PrBr with second-order rate constant,
k2, and another involves the unimolecular dissociation of the
thermalized single-cluster ion, Cl-(i-PrBr), with first-order rate
constant,k1, to form the displacement products, Br- andi-PrCl.
It is recognized that an SN2 displacement reaction could also
occur within the second-order cluster ion, Cl-(i-PrBr)2, shown
in reaction sequence 4. However, it will be assumed here that
this third reaction pathway will not be of importance under any
conditions used here in which the bare Cl- ion or the single-
clustered ions, Cl-(i-PrBr), have significant relative abundance.
This assumption is supported by the fact that the attachment of
neutral molecules to atomic anions such as Cl- has been shown
to greatly reduce the nucleophilic reactivity of the core
anion.7,9-12X Abstract published inAdVance ACS Abstracts,February 1, 1997.

Cl- + CH3Br f Br- + CH3Cl (1)

Cl-(CHCl3)n-1 + CHCl3 ) Cl-(CHCl3)n (2)

Cl-(CHCl3)n + CH3Br f Br-(CHCl3)m + CH3Cl (3)

Cl–(i-PrBr) Cl–(i-PrBr)2
K2

k1

Br– + RCl

i-PrBr

K1

(4)Cl–
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Br– + RCl

i-PrBr

i-PrBr
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A characterization of the reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr in 4
Torr of methane buffer gas has been previously described by
Caldwell, Magnera, and Kebarle (13) using a pulsed electron
beam high-pressure mass spectrometer (PHPMS). In that study,
rate constants were reported only under relatively high temper-
ature conditions, where the fraction of Cl- ions held in thei-PrBr
clustered forms was very small. In this way, their PHPMS
measurements could be treated as if the reaction always occurred
by a simple bimolecular process, even though Caldwellet al.
recognized that the actual mechanism might have involved the
prior formation of a thermalized ion complex, as shown in
reaction sequence 4.
Under the conditions of the present study, it will be shown

that equilibrium constants for the clustering reactions and rate
constants for the substitution reactions can be simultaneously
determined from IMS measurements over a range of tempera-
tures in a near-atmospheric pressure buffer gas. By comparison
of the present results obtained in 640 Torr of nitrogen buffer
gas (ambient pressure in Bozeman, MT) with those obtained
by Caldwellet al.13 in 4 Torr of methane buffer gas, the relative
importance of the bimolecular SN2 mechanism (k2) and the
unimolecular SN2 mechanism (k1) shown in reaction 4 under
atmospheric pressure conditions will be assessed.

Experimental Section

The IMS instrument has been previously described in
detail,6-8 and only a summary of its operating principles will
be provided here. Chloride ions are initially produced in its
63Ni-based ion source by electron capture to CCl4, which is
added in very small quantities (about 10 parts per billion) to
the main source gas (nitrogen, atmospheric pressure). Small
packets of source-produced Cl- ions are then allowed to enter
the drift region of the IMS by momentarily (0.5 ms) opening a
Bradbury-Nielson ion gate. The drift tube contains a coun-
terflowing current of nitrogen gas that prevents the penetration
of source gas into the drift region. In the drift tube, all ions
are transported through the nitrogen gas at atmospheric pressure
to a Faraday detection plate at various rates determined by the
mobilities of the individual ions and the applied electric field.
The entire IMS instrument is enclosed within an insulated jacket.
The temperature of the IMS was increased by electrical heating
within the IMS oven and was decreased slightly below ambient
temperature when desired by a radiator through which tap water
was passed.
During transport through the drift region, the Cl- ions will

undergo various interactions (reaction sequence 4) with isopro-
pyl bromide which is continuously bled into to the nitrogen drift
gas from an associated gas handling plant. Chemical interac-
tions of Cl- with i-PrBr within the drift region change the
identity and the mobilities of the ions, thereby changing the
nature of the observed IMS spectra. Measurements of ion arrival
at the Faraday detection plate are made both by an electrometer
connected to the Faraday plate and by an associated mass
spectrometer that samples the contents of gas leaking through
a 50 µm aperture located at the center of the Faraday plate.
The Faraday plate electrometer thereby provides a “total” ion
mobility spectrum, and the mass spectrometer provides a
“single” ion mobility spectrum of any mass-selected ion of
interest. It has been shown6 that a large and constant fraction
of all ions within the drift region are transported to the Faraday
plate regardless of their mobilities. Therefore, the reaction-
modified IMS spectra that is measured at the Faraday plate can
be used directly, assuming uniform sensitivity to all ions, for
the determination of the relative amounts of reactant ions lost
and product ions produced during the transport of an ion packet
through the drift region. The associated mass spectrometer is

used simply to verify the assignments of individual ions to
various portions of the observed total ion IMS spectra. Since
the ratio of the drift field (156 V/cm or lower) to the pressure
(640 Torr) is relatively low, it can be assumed that the kinetic
and internal energy of the ions is not significantly affected by
the drift field.6 Therefore, the equilibrium and rate constants
reported here reflect those of thermal energy ions.
The reagent gradei-PrBr (Alltech) that was injected into the

GHP was first treated in order to remove any traces of HBr
that would have otherwise complicated the present measure-
ments by its fast reaction with Cl-. This was accomplished by
shaking equal volumes ofi-PrBr with an aqueous solution of
saturated NaHCO3 in a separation funnel. After repeating this
separation six times, the final volume ofi-PrBr was dried with
MgSO4.

Results and Discussion

Overview of Reaction-Modified IMS Spectra. In charac-
terizing the interactions of chloride ion with isopropyl bromide
from IMS data, it is useful to first consider the general nature
of reaction-modified IMS spectra obtained at relatively high and
then relatively low temperatures. In Figure 1, IMS spectra are
shown that reflect the reaction of Cl- ion with i-PrBr under
conditions of relatively high temperature, 150°C. Under these
conditions, the IMS spectrum is relatively simple and resembles
those reported previously for the reactions of chloride ion with
methyl bromide and other primary alkyl bromides.6,8 As
successively greater concentrations ofi-PrBr are added to the
drift tube, the magnitude of the distinct source-generated Cl-

peak decreases while the magnitude of the broad drift-tube-
generated Br- peak increases. The identity of the Cl- and Br-

ions that contribute to the two portions of the total IMS spectra
in Figure 1 was verified by parallel measurements made with
the mass spectrometer.6-8

From measurements such as shown in Figure 1, a determi-
nation of a second-order rate constant for the apparent bimo-
lecular reaction between Cl- and i-PrBr could be obtained, if
desired, by analysis of the relative areas underlying the Cl- and
Br- portions of the reaction-modified total ion IMS spectra
shown.6 A more comprehensive discussion of how rate
constants were determined here will be deferred until later,
however, while attention is now drawn to the observed drift
times of the ions. It is noted in Figure 1 that the drift times of
the Cl- and Br- ions are almost constant and are increased only
slightly by the successive additions ofi-PrBr to the drift gas at

Figure 1. Reaction-modified ion mobility spectra observed at relatively
high temperature, 150°C. The reactant ion, Cl-, is made in the ion
source by electron capture to CCl4. The product ion, Br-, is produced
at all points along the drift tube by the reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr.
The concentration ofi-BrPr added to the drift tube is indicated (in units
of 1013 molecules/cm3). The electric field within the drift tube is 140
V cm-1. Note that the drift times of the ions are not significantly
increased by the successive addition ofi-PrBr to the drift gas at this
temperature.
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150 °C. This indicates that almost all of the chloride and
bromide ions are in the unclustered form at 150°C under all of
the conditions shown in Figure 1. In addition, no clustered ions
of the types Cl-(i-PrBr) or Br-(i-PrBr) were detected by the
mass spectrometer under these conditions.
When analogous experiments were performed at relatively

low temperatures, IMS spectra such as those shown in Figure
2 at 35°C were obtained. These IMS spectra are clearly much
more complex than those in Figure 1 and require additional
explanation. Again, the magnitude of the peak containing the
Cl- ion decreases continuously as greater amounts ofi-PrBr
are added to the drift gas. In addition, a large shift of the Cl--
containing peak to longer drift times is caused by an increase
in the concentration ofi-PrBr. The Br--containing ions that
are generated in the drift tube are also shifted to longer drift
times with increasing amounts ofi-PrBr, but to a lesser extent
than those containing Cl-. These shifts in drift time cause the
Cl--containing peak to move through and then to the right of
the position of the Br--containing ions within the reaction-
modified IMS wave form as successively greater amounts of
i-PrBr are added to the drift gas.
The identities of the ions that contribute to the total IMS

spectra observed at 35°C are indicated in Figure 3 where
numerous mass-selected single-ion IMS measurements are
shown under condition F of Figure 2. The identities of the ions

that are thought to cause the signals at eachm/z value are also
indicated. These identity assignments were verified by parallel
measurements (not shown) in which the expected ions of the
other abundant isotopes of chlorine and bromine were moni-
tored. The last four IMS spectra in Figure 3 indicate that the
shifts in the drift times of the Cl- and Br- ions noted in Figure
2 are due to the clustering of these ions withi-PrBr. The fact
that the bare and clustered halide ions have the same IMS peak
shapes and drift times indicates that the clustering ofi-PrBr to
Cl- and Br- are very fast processes under these conditions
relative to the rates at which these ions are transported through
the drift tube.
Additional ions not seen in the IMS spectra at high temper-

atures are also noted in the IMS experiments performed at low
temperature in Figures 2 and 3. At≈55 ms, an ion which has
been identified as Cl-(HCl) is consistently observed in all IMS
spectra at low temperature. This ion appears to be formed only
in the ion source by the association of some of the Cl- ions
with a trace quantity of HCl formed by radiation chemistry
within the63Ni ion source. With CCl4 continuously present in
the ion source, the production of trace quantities of HCl appears
to be unavoidable. (The source of hydrogen atoms is thought
to be water which, in spite of considerable efforts for its removal,
is always present at trace levels.) However, as evidenced by
the constancy of the intensities and drift times of the Cl-(HCl)
peaks in the IMS spectra in Figure 2, the ion, Cl-(HCl), appears
to undergo no reactions in the drift region. Therefore, this ion
is thought to have no affect on the IMS reaction wave form of
interest, and its presence was ignored. With use of higher ion
source and drift tube temperatures (Figure 1), the Cl-(HCl) is
not observed in either IMS or MS spectra. This is either because
less HCl is produced in the ion source at the higher temperatures
or because the Cl-(HCl) ion thermally decomposes at higher
temperatures prior to its passage into the drift region.
Another unexpected ion, ClBr2-, of drift time 64 ms is also

noted in Figure 2 wheneveri-PrBr has been added to the drift
gas. This ion is thought to be produced by a reaction of some
of the Cl- ions with trace quantities of Br2 in the ion source.
Apparently, a trace amount of Br2 is also produced by radiation
chemistry within the ion source whenever small amounts of
i-PrBr diffuse into the source region. The presence of this ion
in subsequent IMS spectra can also be ignored, however,
because this ion is stable and unreactive (as evidenced by its
persistence in Figure 2F where a relatively large amount of
i-PrBr has been added to the drift gas).
It would be very difficult to determine accurate rate constants

for the SN2 displacement reaction of interest from measurements
of the type shown in Figure 2, and therefore, a different approach
to such measurements will be described later. However,
measurements of the type shown in Figure 2 do provide an
excellent means of determining clustering equilibrium constants,
K1 andK2, at any temperature of interest, as will be described
in the following section.
Equilibrium Constants for Clustering. Numerous mea-

surements, of the type shown in Figure 2, were made over the
temperature range, 20-85 °C, where a significant shift in the
observed drift time,tobs, of the ion packet containing the Cl-

and Cl-(i-PrBr) ions was caused by the successive addition of
i-PBr to the drift gas. Thetobs values were then recorded as a
function of thei-PrBr concentration added to the drift gas at
each temperature, as illustrated in Figure 4 for a set of
measurements made at 35°C. Since the bare and clustered ions
of Cl- identified in Figure 3 were shown to have the same drift
times and the same peak shapes, it can be assumed7 that the
equilibration time for cluster ion formation is very short
compared with ionic drift times. Therefore, the observed drift

Figure 2. Reaction-modified ion mobility spectra observed at a
relatively low temperature, 35°C, as a function of thei-PrBr
concentration (in units of 1013 molecules cm-3) added to the drift gas.
The electric field is 140 V cm-1. At this temperature, the drift times of
the Cl- reactant and Br- product ions are significantly increased with
increased [i-PrBr] due to the clustering of both halide ions withi-PrBr.
At this temperature, additional ions are also noted at drift times of about
55 and 64 ms. These two ions are formed unintentionally in the ion
source and are transported through the drift region without change.
The identities of the primary ions that contribute to these IMS spectra
are provided by associated mass spectrometry measurements, as shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Several single-ion IMS spectra for principal ions that
contribute to the total ion IMS spectrum observed for condition F in
Figure 2. The ion identities indicated in this figure were confirmed by
parallel measurements in which the intensity of other expected ions
within the 35Cl/37Cl and/or 79Br/81Br isotopic cluster groups of each
ion type were measured. The origins of all ions indicated here are
explained in the text.
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times, tobs, can be expected7 to be related to the equilibrium
constants for the clustering reactions and the individual drift
times of the bare and clustered Cl- ions by the following set of
relationships:

whereti is the drift time expected for an individual Cl- cluster
ion containingi i -PrBr molecules,Ri is the fraction of ions under
a mobility peak containingi i -PrBr molecules,Ki is the
clustering equilibrium constant leading to the cluster ion Cl--
(i-PrBr)i, [i-PrBr] is the concentration of isopropyl bromide in
the drift gas, andD is the denominator written in eq 6. Over
the range ofi-PrBr concentrations used in the present study, it
will be shown that only cluster ions for whichi ) 0, 1, or 2
have significant relative abundance so that contributions of
higher-order terms can be ignored.
Under conditions of relatively small [i-PrBr] and with the

reasonable assumption thatK1 will be greater than allKi of i g
2, eqs 5-8 can be combined7 to form eq 9.

In Figure 5, the mobility data for the Cl-/i-PrBr system at
temperatures of 20, 40, and 60°C have been plotted in the form
(tobs- t0)-1 vs [i-PrBr]-1. In accordance with eq 9, a straight
line is obtained over the range of measurements where [i-PrBr]
is relatively small ([i-PrBr]-1 is large). From the intercept of
this line and from measurements oft0 for Cl- (in the absence
of addedi-PrBr), the single ion drift time, t1, was obtained for
the cluster ion, Cl-(i-PrBr)1, at each temperature. Since the
slopes of the lines shown in Figure 5 are expected (eq 9) to be
equal to (K1(t1 - t0))-1, and the drift times,t0 andt1, have been
determined,K1 is obtained at each temperature. The uncertainty
of theK1 values thereby obtained is estimated to be no greater
than(20%. By the treatment of 15 data sets at 15 different
temperatures, 15K1 values for the Cl-/i-PrBr system were
thereby determined and have been plotted in Figure 6 in the

form of a van’t Hoff plot. This logK1 vs 1/T plot produces a
straight line, as expected. By standard treatment14 of the slopes
and intercepts of these lines (lnK ) -∆H/RT + ∆S/R), the
standard enthalpy,∆H°1, and standard entropy,∆S°1, associated
with the addition of onei-PrBr molecule to Cl- is found to be
∆H°1 ) -13.6( 1.0 kcal mol-1 and∆S°1 ) -20 ( 3 cal
deg-1 mol-1. These values, along with the corresponding value
of ∆G°1 ) -7.6 ( 0.1 at 25°C, are listed in Table 1. The
only previous measurement of this equilibrium reaction is that
of Caldwell et al.13 by high-pressure mass spectrometry, who
reportedK1 ) 3.9× 105 atm-1 at a temperature of 304 K. From
the ∆H°1 and ∆S°1 values determined here by IMS,K1 is
predicted to be 4.0× 105 atm-1 at 304 K, in excellent agreement
with the single measurement by Caldwellet al.
The dashed curve shown in Figure 4 is a prediction oftobs

obtained by eqs 5-8 using the values oft0, t1, andK1 determined
here and with the assumption thatK2 ) 0. It is clear that, with

Figure 4. A typical measurement of the observed drift time,tobs, for
the Cl--containing ion packet versus the concentration ofi-PrBr added
to the drift gas at a relatively low temperature, 35°C. The dashed line
indicates thetobs values expected if only first-order clustering withK1

) 2.2× 105 atm-1 were important, withK2 assumed to be zero. The
point at which thetobs values begin to diverge from this dashed line
indicates the onset of significant second-order clustering. The solid line
indicates thetobs values expected if both first- and second-order
clustering are assumed to be important, withK1 ) 2.2 × 105 atm-1

andK2 ) 2.0× 103 atm-1. Excellent fit to all drift time measurements
is then obtained.

tobs) t0R0 + t1R1 + t2R2 (5)

R0 ) 1/(1+ K1[i-PrBr]+ K1K2[i-PrBr]
2) (6)

R1 ) K1[i-PrBr]/D (7)

R2 ) K1K2[i-PrBr]
2/D (8)

(tobs- t0)
-1 ) (K1(t1 - t0)[i-PrBr])

-1 + (t1 - t0)
-1 (9)

Figure 5. Changes in the drift time of the Cl-/Cl-(i-PrBr) ion packet
as a function ofi-PrBr concentration in the drift region, plotted in the
form of eq 9. Equilibrium constants for the association of Cl- with
i-PrBr are determined from the intercepts and slopes of the least-squares
lines thereby formed, as explained in the text.

Figure 6. Van’t Hoff plot of the equilibrium constants,K1, for the
association of Cl- with i-PrBr over the temperature range 20-85 °C,
and for the equilibrium constants,K2, for the second-order clustering
reaction, Cl-(i-PrBr) + i-PrBr ) Cl-(i-PrBr)2, over the temperature
range 20-36 °C as determined by reaction-modified IMS measure-
ments.

TABLE 1: Thermodymanic Properties Determined by IMS
for the Association of Chloride and Bromide Ions with
Isopropyl Chloride and Isopropyl Bromide

reaction -∆H° a -∆S° b -∆G°298 c

Cl- + i-PrBr 13.6 20 7.6
Cl- + i-PrCl 12.9 20 7.1
Br- + i-PrBrd 13.4 22 6.7
Br- + i-PrCl 12.1 20 6.1

aUnits are kcal mol-1. Estimated uncertainty is(1.0 kcal mol-1.
bUnits are cal mol-1 K-1. Estimated uncertainty is(3 cal mol-1 K-1.
cUnits are kcal mol-1. Estimated uncertainty is(0.1 kcal mol-1.
dDougherty24 previously reported-∆H° ) 12.2 kcal mol-1, -∆S° )
20 cal mol-1 K-1, and-∆G°298 ) 6.3 kcal mol-1 for this system.
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this assumption of no clustering beyond the single cluster ion,
good fit is observed only over a specific range of relatively low
i-PrBr concentrations. With use of higheri-PrBr concentrations,
both the tobs values in Figure 4 and accompanying mass
spectrometric measurements indicated that higher-order cluster-
ing, leading to the Cl-(i-PrBr)2 ion, is also important. In order
to determine the equilibrium constant,K2, from these tobs
measurements, eq 10 can be used.7

whereW ) (tobs + tobsK1[i-PrBr] - t0 - t1K1[i-PrBr])/K1[i-
PrBr]2. Equation 10 has also been derived from equations 5-8
under conditions of relatively high [i-PrBr] where second-order
clustering is significant and with the assumption thatKi ) 0
for all i g 3. (Note that all terms contributing toWare known).
In Figure 7, the portion of thetobsmeasurements at 35°C (Figure
4) for which tobs exceeded 70 ms has been plotted in the form
W vs tobs. In accordance with eq 10, a linear relationship is
observed for the set oftobsmeasurements in excess of about 80
ms where second-order clustering has become dominant.
Analysis of the slope of this line leads toK2 ) (2.0( 0.4)×
103 atm-1 at 35°C. The curve formed by the solid line in Figure
4 has been calculated from eqs 5-8 using values fort0, t1, t2,
K1, andK2 determined as described above from the graphical
methods illustrated in Figures 5 and 7 (with the assumption that
Ki ) 0 for all i g 3). It is seen that this curve is in excellent
agreement with all of the drift time measurements.
Measurements ofK2 were made over a narrow range of

temperatures (20-36 °C), and these results are also shown in
Figure 6 in the form of a van’t Hoff plot. From the slope and
intercept of this plot,∆H°2 ) -7.8( 2.2 kcal mol-1 and∆S°2
) -10 ( 6 cal mol-1 K-1 are deduced for the addition of a
secondi-PrBr molecule to Cl-(i-PrBr). A free energy change
of ∆G°2 ) -4.8 ( 0.1 kcal mol-1 at 25 °C is also obtained.
Also listed in Table 1 are IMS equilibrium measurements

made in the present study for the first-order clustering reactions,
Cl- + i-PrCl) Cl-(i-PrCl)1, Br- + i-PrBr) Br-(i-PrBr), and
Br- + i-PrCl) Br-(i-PrCl). For those cases where Br- is the
core ion, Br- was made in the ion source by electron capture
to CF3Br, and the drift time of the Br--containing ion packet
was then monitored as a function of the concentration of either
i-PrCl or i-PrBr added to the drift gas. The determination of
these equilibrium constants from IMS spectra was relatively
straightforward7 because a simultaneous change in the core
halide ion does not occur for these reaction systems either
because an SN2 displacement does not occur or because the SN2
reaction system is symmetrical. The results summarized in

Table 1 provide additional support for the accuracy of theK1

determinations made here for the Cl-/i-PrBr system from
reaction-modified IMS spectra. While the four equilibrium
systems have similar thermochemical parameters, a small but
significant increase is noted in the magnitude of free energy
change upon a change of the core anion from Br- to Cl-. A
small increase is expected due to the smaller size of the Cl-

ion. Also, a small increase in the free energy change is noted
upon changing the clustering agent fromi-PrCl to i-PrBr. This
result is consistent with the view that the greater polarizability
expected fori-PrBr has a greater effect on the clustering
interaction than the slightly greater acidity expected for the
secondary hydrogen atom ini-PrCl.
Rate Constants for Nucleophilic Displacement Reactions.

Rate constants for the SN2 nucleophilic displacement reaction
between Cl- ion andi-PrBr were determined by measurements
of the type illustrated in Figure 8. By this procedure, the
reaction time (defined to be equal to the drift time of the Cl-/
Cl-(i-PrBr)i ion packet) is progressively increased by decreasing
the electric field in the drift region. As is noted in Figure 8,
the fraction of the IMS wave form that is due to the Cl-/Cl--
(i-PrBr)i ion packet is decreased, and the fraction of the IMS
waveforn that is due to the Br-/Br-(i-PrBr)i ion packet is
increased as the reaction time is increased. The relative
contribution of the reactant ion packet, containing Cl- and Cl--
(i-PrBr)i ions, to the total area of the reaction-modified IMS
wave form was then determined by graphical analysis of each
wave form,6 and the magnitude of this quantity, calledACl-/
Atotal, was determined as a function of the reaction time.
In the analysis of these measurements, the following math-

ematical description of reaction sequence 4 has been applied.
It is assumed that the sum of all Br--containing product ions
are formed by one or both of the two pathways shown in reaction
4. Therefore, the general rate law for the formation of product
ions is given by

Since the concentrations of the Cl-, Cl-(i-PrBr), and Cl-(i-
PrBr)2 ions are coupled by very fast equilibrium reactions, the
following three relationships will also apply at all times:

Figure 7. Drift time measurements for Cl--containing ions observed
in reaction-modified IMS spectra under conditions of relatively high
i-PrBr concentration at 35°C, plotted in the form of eq 10 whereW)
(tobs+ tobsK1[i-PrBr]- t0 - t1K1[i-PrBr])/K1[i-PrBr]2. The slope of the
straight line formed bytobsmeasurements in excess of 80 ms provides
a means of determining the equilibrium constant for second-order
clustering,K2.

W) -K2tobs+ K2t2 (10)

Figure 8. Typical reaction-modified IMS spectra from which rate
constants were determined at relatively low temperature. By this
procedure, the drift times of all ions are progressively increased by
decreasing the electric field of the drift tube. The reaction time is defined
to be equal to the drift time of the Cl--containing ion packet. The
relative contribution of the Cl--containing ions to the IMS reaction-
modified wave form is progressively decreased and that of Br--
containing ions is progressively increased as the reaction time is
increased. Temperature is 35°C.

d(products)/dt ) k2[i-PrBr][Cl
-] + k1[Cl

-(i-PrBr)] (11)

K1 ) [Cl-(i-PrBr)]/[i-PrBr][Cl-] (12)

K2 ) [Cl-(i-PrBr)2]/[Cl
-(i-PrBr)][i-PrBr] (13)
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The combination of these three equations leads to eq 15.

The combination of eqs 11 and 15 then provides the defining
differential equation which, after integration over the reaction
time, takes the following form:

where [Cl-]0 is the initial Cl- ion concentration and [Cl-]t is
the Cl- ion concentration remaining after reaction time,t. Since
the ratio [Cl-]t/[Cl-]0, will be equal to the measured quantity
ACl-/Atotal described above, eq 17 can be written:

whereY) ([i-PrBr]-1 + K1 + K1K2[i-PrBr]) ln(Atotal/ACl-) and
k2′ ) k2 + k1K1. (Note that the equilibrium constantsK1 and
K2 must be converted to units of cm3 molecule-1 prior to use
in eq 17.) By eq 17, a plot of the known quantities,Y, vs time
is expected to provide a straight line of slope equal to the sum
of k2 and k1K1, where K1 is known from the equilibrium
measurements described above. The sum ofk2 andk1K1 will
be referred to here as the phenomenological second-order rate
constant,k2′. In Figure 9, plots ofYvs t for a range of reaction
temperatures are shown. As expected, straight lines are
observed in each case from which values ofk2′ were determined
from the slopes.
In Figure 10, thek2′ values obtained at all temperatures are

shown (dots) in the form of an Arrhenius plot (logk2′ vs 1/T).
If viewed in the standard Arrhenius formk ) A exp(-Ea/RT),
the least-squares line formed by thesek2′ measurements indicate
a preexponential factor ofA ) 5.0 × 10-11 cm3 s-1 and an
activation energy ofEa ) 1.4( 0.3 kcal mol-1. Also shown
in Figure 10 (squares) are the determinations ofk2′ for this
reaction previously reported by Caldwellet al.13 in 4 Torr of
methane buffer gas and over a somewhat higher temperature
range. While these two data sets indicate a moderate level of
agreement at the common temperatures used, the line formed
by the Caldwell measurements leads to significantly different
Arrhenius parameters,A ) 1.2× 10-10 cm3 s-1 andEa ) 5.6
( 0.5 kcal mol-1, than those determined by the present IMS
method. These differences in Arrhenius parameters suggest that
different reaction mechanisms might be operative at the two
buffer gas pressures, 4 and 640 Torr, used in these studies.
The possibility of a change to the E2 elimination mechanism,

as shown by reaction 18, under one of the two conditions of
buffer gas pressures has been considered.

The E2 mechanism does not seem likely for a direct bimolecular
interaction between Cl- andi-PrBr due to the fact that reaction
18 would be endothermic by about 10 kcal mol-1 (deduced from
known15 heats of formation). If, on the other hand, reaction 18
proceeded through a thermalized ion complex, Cl-(i-PrBr), the
reaction enthalpy of the first-order decomposition of this ion
by the E2 elimination pathway would be even greater, about
23 kcal mol-1 (given by the enthalpy for reaction 18 less that
of the Cl-/i-PrBr association reaction, listed in Table 1). Since

the activation barrier for the observed decomposition of the Cl--
(i-PrBr) ion will be shown later to be significantly less than 23
kcal mol-1, an E2 reaction within a thermalized ion complex
also does not appear to be possible.
It could be argued that the E2 reaction leads to the strongly

hydrogen-bonded species, Br-(HCl), instead of Br- and HCl
as shown in reaction 18. This would make the overall reaction
about 15 kcal mol-1 more favorable and exothermic.16 How-
ever, if the ion Br-(HCl) was a product of an E2 reaction, it
would be stable and observable under the relatively low-
temperature conditions of the IMS used here. This ion was
not observed here under low-temperature conditions (see Figure
3).
Having ruled out the possibility of a change to a distinctly

different E2 mechanism, consideration will now be given to
the feasibility of more subtle expected effects of pressure that
could alter the detailed means by which an SN2 displacement
reaction proceeds at the two pressures represented in Figure 10.
Associated Rate Measurements at Lower Pressures.In

assessing the relative importance of the direct SN2 reaction (k2)
and the indirect mechanism (k1K1) in determining the displace-
ment mechanism, it is useful to consider more closely the present
results and those of Caldwellet al.,13 shown in Figure 10. In
both studies, a second-order rate constant is obtained that is
expected to be equal to the phenomenological second-order
constant,k2′ ) k2 + k1K1, under each of the two reaction
conditions. The fact that the Arrhenius parameters that define
the two sets of rate constants in Figure 10 are significantly

-d(products)/dt ) d[Cl-]/dt + d[Cl-(i-PrBr)]/dt +
d[Cl-(i-PrBr)2]/dt (14)

-d(products)/dt ) d[Cl-]/dt + K1[i-PrBr] d[Cl
-]/dt +

K1K2[i-PrBr]
2d[Cl-]/dt (15)

([i-PrBr]-1 + K1 + K1K2[i-PrBr]) ln([Cl
-]0/[Cl

-]t) )
(k2 + k1K1)t (16)

Y) k2′t (17)

Cl- + i-PrBrf HCl + CH3CHdCH2 + Br- (18)

Figure 9. Extent of Cl--containing reactant ion loss determined by
IMS measurements vs reaction time for several temperatures, plotted
in the form of eq 17. The slopes of the lines thereby formed provide
a phenomenological second-order rate constant,k2′ ) k2 + K1k1, at
each temperature. The concentrations ofi-PrBr used at each temperature
in order of increasing temperature are 7.3× 1014, 4.14× 1013, 5.89×
1013, and 2.43× 1013 molecules cm-3.

Figure 10. Phenomenological second-order rate constants,k2′ ) k2 +
K1k1, for the reaction of chloride ion with isopropyl bromide determined
here (dots) by IMS in atmospheric pressure nitrogen buffer gas and
those reported by Caldwellet al. (squares) by PHPMS in 4 Torr of
methane buffer gas, plotted in the Arrhenius form logk ) log A -
(Ea/2.3RT). The estimated uncertainty of individualk2′ measurements
in both studies is about(20%.
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different implies that the mechanisms are not exactly the same
under the two conditions of buffer gas pressure. Therefore, it
might be suggested that the direct displacement reaction (k2)
was more important and the indirect mechanism (k1K1) was less
important in the study of Caldwellet al. performed at relatively
low pressures than in the present study.
In considering the relative importance of the direct and

indirect displacement mechanisms, it is necessary to view these
processes in somewhat greater detail, as in reaction 19.

The production of Br--containing products by the direct
displacement mechanism will proceed through a short-lived
excited intermediate, (Cl-‚i-PrBr)*, whose rate of formation is
determined by the collisional rate constant,kc, and whose rate
of destruction is determined by the sum of three rate constants:
kp for formation of the displacement product,kb for back-
dissociation of the excited ion complex, andkB[B] for the
collisional stabilization of the intermediate by the buffer gas,
B. The overall rate constant,k2, for the direct SN2 displacement
reaction will be given by

Since the reaction under consideration is very much slower than
the collision rate under all reaction conditions, it can be assumed
that kp , kb+ kB[B] under all conditions. Therefore, eq 20
can be rewritten in the form

where the effect of buffer gas pressure change onk2 will be
provided by the unitless collective term,kB[B]/kb.
With a pulsed high-pressure mass spectrometer,17,18we have

been able to measure the collective term,kB[B]/kb, for the closely
related reaction system involving Cl- ion and isopropyl chloride
(i-PrCl) in methane buffer gas at a pressure of 0.5 Torr at room
temperature. The mechanism for the forward association
reaction of Cl- andi-PrCl is analogous to that shown in reaction
19. However, since any displacement reaction that might occur
causes no net change in the identity of the halide ion, this
reaction system can be expressed as follows:

The rate constantkassocfor this reaction will be given by

which can be rearranged to form

Our PHPMS measurements of this reaction system (with 1.0
mTorr of i-PrCl in 0.50 Torr of methane buffer gas at 25°C)
indicate that a state of clustering equilibrium is reached after
about 500µs. Analysis of the rate at which this equilibrium
condition is reached, using the standard equations for relaxation
processes,19 indicated thatkassoc) (1.5( 0.5)× 10-11 cm3 s-1

under these conditions. A collision rate constant ofkc ) 1.8×
10-9 cm3 s-1 is deduced from ADO theory.20 By eq 24,kB-
[B]/kb ≈ 0.008 is thereby deduced for this reaction system at a
pressure of 0.5 Torr. Therefore, in a buffer gas of 4 Torr of

methane, as was used in the study of Caldwellet al.13 for study
of the reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr, kB[B]/kb might be expected
to be equal to≈0.06, from whichk2≈ 0.95(kckp/kb) is predicted
by eq 21. In a nitrogen buffer gas of 640 Torr, as is used in
the present IMS studies of the reaction of Cl- with i-PrBr, kB-
[B]/kb ≈ 10 would be expected (assuming the efficiency of
collisional quenching is the same for methane and nitrogen),
from whichk2≈ 0.10(kckp/kb) is predicted by eq 21. From these
considerations, one might expect thatk2 would decrease by about
1 order of magnitude, with a pressure change from 4 to 640
Torr. This, of course, would greatly increase the importance
of the direct SN2 mechanism under the lower pressure conditions
used by Caldwellet al. and would greatly decrease its
importance in the present study.
In addition, the discussion of reaction 22 indicates that the

use of lower buffer gas pressures would decrease the rate of
the forward clustering reaction that has been shown here to lead
to a condition of clustering equilibrium within the IMS at
atmospheric pressure. Therefore, under the lower pressure
conditions of Caldwellet al.,13 it is much more likely than in
the present study that the rates of the forward clustering reactions
are not sufficiently fast so as to maintain a condition of true
equilibrium. In that case a steady-state condition of clustering
that is short of the true equilibrium position would be achieved.
This would cause the rate constant for the indirect mechanism
to be less than the product term,k1K1, and would additionally
increase the relative importance of the direct mechanism at lower
pressures.
In view of the above considerations, it is reasonable to suggest

that the dominant mechanism for the SN2 displacement reaction
studied here under conditions of atmospheric pressure is the
indirect mechanism for which the observed rate constantk2′ is
equal to the product ofk1 andK1.
Enthalpy of Activation for S N2 Displacement within the

Ion Complex. In Figure 11, rate constantsk1 determined here
from the relationshipk1 ) k2′/K1 have been plotted in the form,
ln(k1/T) vs 1/T (K). A plot of this form is expected to provide
a straight line for gas phase unimolecular processes in which
the reactant is maintained in a continuous state of thermal
equilibrium with the medium (k1/T ) (k/h) exp(∆S(/R) exp(-
∆H(/RT), where∆S( and∆H( are the entropy and enthalpy
of activation21). From the slope of this line,∆H( ) 15.2 kcal
mol-1 and∆S( ) -2.2 cal mol-1 K-1 are deduced for the
unimolecular decomposition of the thermal energy ion complex
to form Br--containing product ions. The combination of this
∆H( measurement with the measurements of the enthalpy of
clustering equilibria reported in Table 1 allows the potential
energy surface shown in Figure 12 to be constructed. The
energy of the products indicated in this figure have been
calculated from the known electron affinities of the chlorine

Cl–(i-PrBr)(Cl–   i-PrBr)
kB[B]

(19)∗ •

kp

products

i-PrBr
kc

kb
Cl– +

k2 ) kckp(kp + kb + kB[B])
-1 (20)

k2 ) (kckp/kb)/(1+ kB[B]/kb) (21)

Cl- + i-PrCl y\z
kc

kb
(Cl-‚i-PrCl)*98

kB[B]
Cl-(i-PrCl) (22)

kassoc) kckB[B]/(kb + kB[B]) (23)

kassoc/kc ) (kB[B]/kb)/(1+ kB[B]/kb) (24)

Figure 11. First-order rate constant,k1, for conversion of the thermal
energy ion complex, Cl-(i-PrBr), to Br--containing products determined
from the present IMS measurements at atmospheric pressure over the
temperature range 20-175 °C.
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(83.4 kcal mol-1 22) and bromine (77.6 kcal mol-1-1 22) atoms
and the known C-Cl and C-Br bond energies ofi-PrCl (81
kcal mol-1-1 23) andi-PrBr (68 kcal mol-1-1 23) while assuming
that all C-H and C-C bonds withini-PrCl andi-PrBr are the
same. From the present IMS measurements, it is therefore
concluded that the energy of the SN2 transition state for the
reaction of chloride with isopropyl bromide lies about 1.6 kcal
mol-1 above that of the reactants. Corresponding IMS mea-
surements made previously in our laboratory for the reactions
of chloride ion with methyl bromide, ethyl bromide, andn-butyl
bromide placed the SN2 transition states for those reactions at
2.2, 0.0, and 1.3 kcal mol-1, respectively, below the energies
of the reactants. The higher transistion state energy observed
here for the reaction of chloride with isopropyl bromide can be
attributed to increased steric hindrance to backside attack for
this secondary alkyl bromide.

Conclusions

In this study, the relatively complex nucleophilic SN2
displacement reaction of the chloride ion with isopropyl bromide
has been studied in nitrogen buffer gas at 640 Torr between 20
and 175°C by ion mobility spectrometry. Under the conditions
existing within the IMS, a prior clustering reaction between the
two reactants occurs sufficiently rapidly that a state near that
of the true clustering equilibrium condition is continuously
maintained. This allows the energetics of this process to be
accurately characterized while a slower SN2 displacement
reaction is simultaneously occurring. As a result, both processes
can be quantitatively characterized from reaction-modified IMS
spectra. Analysis of the present IMS results are greatly
facilitated by the fact that reaction intermediates, as well as
reactants, tend to be maintained in a state of physical equilibrium
with the buffer gas medium when unusually high buffer gas
pressures are used.
It has been shown that under these conditions the SN2

nucleophilic displacement reaction probably occurs by the
following distinctly two-step mechanism

in which a thermalized ion complex, Cl-(i-PrBr), is maintained
in a state of chemical equilibrium with the reactants. An SN2
displacement reaction then occurs within the cluster ion by its
unimolecular decomposition to Br--containing product ions. By
measurements of the associated equilibrium constants,K1, and
rate constants,k1, as a function of temperature, the enthalpy

changes associated with each of the two steps have been
determined and place the energy of the SN2 transition state for
this reaction at 1.6 kcal mol-1 above that of the reactants.
The experimental method demonstrated here for the study

of gas phase ion-molecule reactions is made additionally
significant by recent theoretical treatments of gas phase SN2
displacement reactions in which the association complexes
resulting from the attachment of chloride ion to methyl chloride25

and to methyl bromide26 were predicted to behave in very
complex and distinctly non-statistical manners. Such behavior
would greatly complicate all attempts to interpret rate constants
for ion-molecule reactions of this type if the rate constants
were measured under conditions of relatively low pressure where
the association complexes are isolated during their lifetimes.
Therefore, techniques such as described here, where very high
buffer gas pressure causes all reaction intermediates to be
brought into a state of thermal equilibrium with the medium,
might provide the only means of obtaining macroscopic rate
constants that can be reliably interpreted in terms of the potential
energy surfaces for dynamically complex ion-molecule reac-
tions of this type.
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Figure 12. Principal energy changes along the Cl-/i-PrBr reaction
coordinate. The first three magnitudes indicated in the figure have been
determined here by IMS measurements of rate constants,k1, and
equilibrium constants,K1. These measurements place the SN2 transition
state for this reaction at 1.6 kcal mol-1 above the energy of the reactants.
The enthalpy of the final products has been calculated from known
thermochemical data.

Cl- + i-PrBr y\z
K1

Cl-(i-PrBr)98
k1
Br- + i-PrCl (25)
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